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3 Localizações indicadas

Busaba Eathai
"Taste of Thai"

by Richard Oldale

You can generally gauge how good a restaurant is by the size of the
crowd it pulls. Busaba Eathai is a large restaurant and is always packed to
the rafters: one taste of the cuisine here, and you will know why! The
dishes served up by this popular Thai restaurant are bursting with flavor
and are reasonably well-priced; calamari, prawn green curry and smoked
grilled aubergine are particular favorites washed down with a beer or a
smoothie. Service is fast and efficient and the friendly staff is always
willing to offer suggestions.

+44 20 7299 7900
(Reservations)

busaba.com/locations/stor
estreet/

mail@busaba.com

22 Store Street, Londres

Nipa
"Welcome to Thailand"

by Lancaster London

+44 20 7551 6039

Nipa, an award-winning Thai restaurant, is the twin sister of the Nipa in
Bangkok’s Landmark Hotel. Whether you judge it on its delicious cuisine,
subtle oriental decor or welcoming ambiance, it’s one of the most
authentic Thai eating experiences in Europe. Nipa is also one of an elite
selection of Thai restaurants in the UK to have received the "Thai Select"
award from the Thai Government for restaurants proven to have achieved
the highest standards of quality and cuisine. To perfectly compliment this,
Nipa has also received a 2 AA Rosette for its precise, authentic cooking
with incredible attention to detail.
www.niparestaurant.co.uk
/

nipa@lancasterlondon.com

Lancaster Terrace, Lancaster
London, Londres

Esarn Kheaw
"Thai Delights"
This warm and friendly restaurant brings a taste of the verdant Esarn area
of North-East Thailand to West London. Its tropical décor lends itself to
the informal atmosphere with its tasty, authentic food. This is a definite
place to visit for lovers of Thai cuisine, since the menu offers not only
classic staple dishes, but also more obscure regional delicacies. For those
who are relative novices, the staff are always willing to make suggestions
or adjust the spiciness of their often fiery dishes.
+44 20 8743 8930

www.esarnkheaw.com/

info@esarnkheaw.com

314 Uxbridge Road, Londres
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